It is possible people wish to live in the
REAL world and engage with friends, family,
colleagues, and service providers in a
space not mediated by military technology.
Today’s adults may find the Internet of BioNano Things and Cyborg Avatar Capitalism
unsettling.

Augmented

cognition

may

repel them. Parents may not appreciate
schools training children to place their
consciousness into robots to compete
for digital piecework. Bodies may be less
tolerant of nano-electronics than we
hoped. People may realize we’re remaking
their lives as Non-Playable Characters
in a global game of “sustainability” and
“poverty management” before we achieve
full spectrum dominance.
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smart contracts, synthetic life

W

hat happens when growth is
limited by material reality? We
invent synthetic reality and new empires
emerge. Capital is no longer constrained
by the inferior natural world or by human
experience existing for its own sake free
from manipulation and extraction by
investors. Welcome to the Metaverse,
we have leveled up and proudly accept
our role as arbiters and mediators of
new and infinitely profitable digital
worlds. Blessed by our CIA handlers,
we at Nephele LLC aim to help manage
Avatar life for the eventual enclosure of
all physical, social and psychological life
onto blockchained mixed reality. Covid’s
state-of-exception is ushering in a new
era of conquest and assimilation to fulfill
our Manifest Destiny. Texas leads the way.

Defense, finance, and bio-nano technology
sectors anxiously await Globalization 4.0.
Free markets in digital services, globotics,
and synthetic biology are ready to take
center stage. First, however, the masses
must be tagged. Decentralized “trust”
must be established. The peons have to be
conditioned for social impact processing and
transformation into human+ centaurs.
Medical passports, electronic-government
IDs, and education transcripts on blockchain
will turn bodies and minds into securitized
assets for futures trading. Markets in
predictive profiling and digital twin
optimization have been under development
for decades. Central bankers have humanity
on the verge of mass indenture. In the biosurveillance panopticon, you’re either going
to be a bond holder or bonded. Get in on
the ground floor. ESG portfolio managers are
placing bets on Michael Bloomberg’s what
works, geo-fenced, smart city game boards
now.

Nephele, LLC will help you navigate the
terrain of the Spatial Web 3.0, “pay for
success” finance, behavioral economics,
wearable technologies, neuro-prosthetics,
and the Internet of Bodies. As your ingame consultant we identify markets with
significant growth potential. Not so keen
on having your soul harvested by artificial
intelligence, placed in a DAO, and tapped to
trigger the Singularity in an attempted coup
of g-d? We advise on that, too.

